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Figure 1: An underwater shot where the production hero asset has been replaced by a public model. All the light comes from
volumetric and surface caustics. The full 2k render takes 2h30mona 12 coreworkstation. On the left is an example of rendering
eye caustics with our method, on the right we compare uniform sampling and our guiding method in equal time.

ABSTRACT
We present a method for integrating surface and volume caustics in
a production path tracer. We combine progressive photon mapping
with photon guiding in an on-demand framework that avoids the
overhead of general purpose bidirectional algorithms. We turn bias
into noise during rendering to improve adaptive image refinement
and denoising.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern production rendering is dominated by path tracers due to
their great simplicity and flexibility. Yet despite recent advances
in unidirectional guiding [Vorba et al. 2019], caustics remain chal-
lenging to render efficiently without bidirectional methods. Unfor-
tunately, our experience with sophisticated bidirectional methods
showed that despite their robustness, they have too much overhead
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compared to basic path tracing, making them difficult to apply in
large production scenes.

Recent work [Burley et al. 2018; Šik and Krivánek 2019] has
focused on the combination of path tracing and photon mapping to
enable efficient caustic rendering without incurring unnecessary
overhead for path tracing. We took a similar approach in this work,
driven by similar observations.

Unlike architectural visualization, however, film rendering typ-
ically does not require a global simulation of all possible caustic
paths. They are instead only desired in a narrow set of contexts,
usually involving water, or very small but important elements such
as character eyes (see Figure 1).

2 METHOD OVERVIEW
Artists opt into caustic rendering with two clicks: one to flag the
light source as needing to trace photons, the other in the object that
will cast the caustic. This more targeted approach was chosen over
a single global flag to prevent the renderer from spending time on
paths the artist did not intend to capture.

We interleave photon tracing passes and path tracing passes as
in progressive photon mapping. After each path tracing pass, we
update a guiding table that will affect the distribution of photons
in the next pass.

Unlike traditional path tracing, photon mapping can produce
blurry results prior to convergence. We replace this bias with noise,
allowing image space adaptive sampling to guide more eye paths to-
wards unconverged caustics. This in turn allows guiding to concen-
trate photon paths towards unconverged areas, rapidly accelerating
convergence of caustic details.

3 PHOTON GUIDING TABLES
We trace photon paths between the user selected light/object pairs.
Even though this allows us to focus photons quite effectively on
small objects, we still cannot rely on uniform samplingwhen objects
are large. A simple ocean plane extending to the horizon may only
reflect light onto a small boat for example. Therefore, it is important
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Figure 2: Rendering caustics for a small section of a large
ocean is aided by a guiding table (right) that focuses the dis-
tant light sampling to the small subset seen by the camera
frustum.

Figure 3: Three buddhas of different sizes and two lights,
making for six pairs with different importance shown on
the guiding map on the right.

to discover which directions lead to useful photons for the path
tracer.

We learn the distribution of useful photon directions between a
light and its target object as a 2D table. This table is seeded with
a constant value representing a uniform distribution of photons.
During rendering, we accumulate a photon visibility signal back
into this 2D table whenever photons (or beams) are queried by an
eye path. This accumulated signal is then used in the next pass to
trace photons preferentially to where they were last seen. Figure 2
shows an example of a guiding table for a single distant light and a
large ocean surface. In contrast to previous work [Šik and Krivánek
2019], we only attempt to learn the initial emission direction of the
photons instead of employing more sophisticated strategies such
as Metropolis which require mutation of all random numbers along
a path, along with a carefully crafted target distribution.

When there are several lights and/or target objects, we pack
their guiding tables into a single atlas. This allows us to control
the guiding resolution proportionally to the expected importance
of each pair as well as the initial proportion of photon paths each
object receives. Even though this packing is done a priori with
a heuristic, the guiding process will compensate as it learns the
probability distribution. Figure 3 shows an example of objects of
different sizes sharing a single atlas.

During photon tracing, we reject any light path that does not first
hit its target object. This rejection sampling will be quickly factored
into the guiding distribution and therefore remains quite efficient.
Likewise, we stop photon paths as they reach sufficiently diffuse
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Figure 4: Narrow beams (a) or blurry beams (b) can both be
confused as converged. Turning bias into noise (c) renders in
half the time and refines to (d) cleanly through image space
adaptive rendering.

surfaces to keep the photon tracing stage from depositing too many
photons in the scene. We employ an MIS weighting between path
tracing and photon tracing to ensure robust convergence indepen-
dent of light size.

4 ADAPTIVE RENDERING
Naively gathering photons and beams can introduce some un-
wanted blurring effects which can be mistaken for features by
image space adaptive rendering. We instead randomize the photon
selection for surfaces (choosing only one photon among all those
that fall within the lookup radius), and randomize beam width and
distance culling in volumes. This speeds up BSDF evaluation and
beam gathering in an unbiased way, while also allowing variance
based image space adaptive rendering to recognize these areas as
noisy. Figure 4 shows how introducing this noise allows a blurry
solution to be flagged as noise and refined by extra passes. This
type of high frequency noise is also well suited to image space
denoising.

Despite the random selection of photons for shading, we still
allow all nearby photons to an eye path to update the guiding table,
ensuring that we continue to receive a sufficient density of photons
in useful areas.

5 DISCUSSION
Our method is closely related to the ocean caustics work described
by Burley et al. [2018]. We extend their work by generalizing it to
arbitrary light types, integrating photons beams for volumes and
allowing the guiding distribution to be refined progressively. Our
atlas packing approach provides an automatic balancing of photon
count between lights and objects, while guiding ensures progressive
adaptation to what the camera sees. The relationship between bias
and noise that we exploit during lookups improves performance and
removes artifacts that have historically complicated the adoption
of photon mapping in production.
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